Success Story Industry

Facts
Challenge
To produce individual prototypes
for circuit carriers.
Solution
Component made through
additive manufacturing that is
given functionality after
production via laser direct
structuring.
Results
•	Simple: access to advanced
technology for research and
development
•	Economical: tool-free
production reduces costs
• Customized: service provider
of tailor-made products

Highly functional, fitted circuit carriers made of PA 3200 GF by using additive manufacturing technology.
(source: Beta LAYOUT)

Multi-dimensional Circuit Carriers Using
Additive Manufacturing

Prototypes for new printed circuit boards (PCBs)
created with EOS technology
At the beginning of 2016, many people were writing about the end of Moore‘s Law, anticipating
Short profile

that the performance of computer chips would no longer be doubling every two years. The reason
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for this is that the structures on the processors themselves are already within a few nanometers
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of what is possible. Further reductions are almost impossible from a technical point of view. In

boards and 3D-MID prototypes,

order to continue improving performance, manufacturers are working on the architecture, which

and a provider of 3D printing

stacks multiple structural layers on top of one another. A similar approach has already been

services.

established within the field of circuit carriers. The German firm of Beta LAYOUT GmbH has
successfully harnessed EOS technology to manufacture and test the prototypes for these
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innovative carriers.

www.beta-layout.com

Layout of 3D-MID
with TARGET 3001!
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very small amount of installation

circuit boards also have an
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PCBs have always been a little

circuit boards. One reason for this
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is that a lot of electronic
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equipment is becoming ever
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smaller; and even when the form
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sector: almost all contemporary
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solution of choice. Here again,
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The time when a simple lab PCB
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tal construction of new circuitry

challenges: injection moulding is
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far too expensive to manufacture
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through to the output of signals.

weight is a key factor – compact,

search for a cheaper, high-
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performance alternative.

Creating the threedimensional part

Coating with metalcontaining substance

Laser activation
Laser produces metallic
cores as nuclei for metallization

Additive metallization
Additive conductor paths
build-up using Cu / Ni / Au

Assembly

Manufacturing steps for mechatronic integrated devices (MID) via laser direct structuring (source: Beta LAYOUT)
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prototypes and models, allowing

a high degree of flexibility: the

prototypes. Consequently, the

There is no technology better

function testing and a check of

machine used is able to process

much talked-about innovation

suited to the demands of

design layouts.

various materials, including, for

and creative power of small and

example, PA 3200 GF which is

medium-sized companies would
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additive manufacturing. This is
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lose momentum and the research
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and development sector would be
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manufactured by 3D printing. The
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The crucial point is that all the
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innovation takes place after the
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in all this is that we are even able
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The laser triggers a physical-

Results

this way, the company can
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Whether for individual developers
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solutions, be this in terms of
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Think the impossible. You can get it.
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